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Abstract 

Pellet chain and charge induction ccqxnents which are 
used for charge carrying in electrostatic accelerators 

have been newly developed. It has very simple structure, 

and its fabrication cost is low. As the results of the 

test, first, mechanical vibraion is reduced for operation 

and torsional stress due to belt twisting is removed co- 

mpletely. Second, after insertion of the material with 

high dielectric constant in charge induction assembly, 

the capacitance between pellets <and inductor is increased. 
Third, for measurement of the life time of chain, it is 

continusly on the operation. 

1. Introduction 

The pellet chain devices which (are conventionally used 

carrying charges in the electrostactic accelerators con- 

sist of several subcoqonents 111,121. 

As the chain is usually twisted by the torsional stress 

and becms unstable in the high speed operation due to 

growing the amplitude of vibration, it is easy to be br- 

oken up. 

In order to remove these troubles, new pellet chain de- 

vice is developed with the simple shaped design for the 

connection of the pellets. 

It has a long-life and low production cost in ccqxrison 

to conventional type, The performances of newly-develo- 

ped pellet chain system are decribed in this paper. 

2. Experimental Apparatus 

In the design of new pellet chain device,high degree of 

efficiency for the carrying charges, stable and long-life 

operations,low poduction cost are considered. Fig. 1. 

shows the diagram of a newly-developed pellet chain. 

This chain consists cf the stainless steel pellets and 

nylon insulators. Coqarison of the two kinds of pellet 

chain is shown in fig. 2. 
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Fig. 1. Newly-developed pellet chain 

(a) Tellet ib) Insulator (cl ;'ha;n(ur,it:mm) 



Fig. 2. T+Q kinds of pllet chain 

Diminishing the electrical freshover on the insulator 

surface, the insulating connetor betxeen the pellets is 

electrostatically designed. The pulley collecting charg- 

es of upr inductor is electrically floated against the 

ground. 

For the performance test, the driving system of the ch- 

ain installed with two pulleyes of 25aMiameter is shown 

in fig. 3. In the experiments, the revolutions of the 

motor is 1200 qxn and the corresponding linear velocity 

of the pellet chain is 15.7 rn,&c. The tension of the 

pellet chain is estimated at 147 newtons. 
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Fig. 4. Inductor inserting dielectric materials 

For the purpose of increase the induced charges on the 

pellet chain, the dielectric nxaterialscomposed of lucit' 
and water are inserted between the designed inductor a 

@let chain. The schematic diagram of these inductor 

is shown in fig. 4. 

3. Results and Discussion 

Breakdown voltage between two pllets is measured 2OKv 

atmospheric pressure and 25W in the nitrogen gas of 

atmospheric pressure. Nitrogen gas of 2 atmospheric PI 

ssure makes the breakdown voltage up to 4OKV and then 

these experiments were limited by the capacity of high 

voltage wr supply. 

Electric capactance of the inductor is masured 3 pF r 

the use of YHP 4342~ Q-meter. -lying the negative vc 

ltage in the inductor of driving pulley, generated curr 

ents are measured frcxn the qqar pulley. This experimt 

nts were perform& in the twr? cases of the gap distance 

of 8nxn, 6.5nrn between the pellet surface and the induct 

or. Starting voltages of corona discharge are 17KV. 

13KV, respectively. 

The experimntal values of the current produced by ca- 

rrying charges are 0.8 uA,Q?J, 0.87 u&XV, respectively 

as shown in fig. 5. 

The newP@evelopd pellet. chain CkViCe is eaSily IMI?u 

ufacturcd due to simple structure. During the test war 
king, it has less vibrational motion than the convcnti- 

onai type and keeps on stable operational condition. 

Fig. 3. rharging chain system for the performance test 
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Fig. 5. total charqing current versus induction voltage 

in atmospheric condition. (x-gap distance of 

6.5mr1, o-gap distance of 8rmn. ) 

By inserting the dielectric materials between inductor 

and pellet chain, electric capacitance is increased and 

then the induced charges are irrproved. 

Experimental results show that the generated current is 

in proportion to the number of conductors, the peripheral 

velocity of the chain, the electrostatic capacitance 

between the charqe carrying conductors and the inductor, 

and induction voltage. 
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